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You must be at least 18 to use FIATUM Personal Account, so if you are 17 or younger,please don’t
sign up for an account yourself.

Instead you should ask a parent or guardian to register an account for themselves, in theirname, 
and then use it alongside them until you are old enough for your own account.

Our Services are available for purchase only for those over the age of 18. Our Servicesare not 
targeted to, intended to be consumed by or designed to entice individuals underthe age of 18. If 
you know of or have reason to believe anyone under the age of 18 hasprovided us with any 
personal information, please contact us.

At  we think that talking about ideas with other people is a great way to learnnew 
interesting things, which is why we encourage learning through conversation.

FIATUM

As with any online environment where you can talk to other people, it’s important to staysafe and 
be aware of potential dangers, especially if you’re under 18.

Before you start communicating with anyone, please take a moment to think about yourexisting 
presence online. It’s a good idea to review the privacy settings on any socialmedia profiles you 
might have and make sure you’re comfortable with what you’resharing. 

Here are our top privacy tips for younger learners:

What happens if you search for your own name? Do any of the results surprise you?

 Use just one letter for your last name on your profile, so you will appear to others as

      “First name L” instead of “First name Last name”

 Don’t use a profile picture of yourself
 Never share direct contact details (such as email address, telephone number or


      Snapchat username) with another user – even if they ask you for them
 Never share your exact location, whether in comments or on your profile – just your


      country will do
 Be careful not to reveal other personal information about yourself and people you


      know, such as names of family members, teachers, friends, etc.
 Help the community of FIATUM by looking out for and reporting anything you


      think might not be safe. Our moderators can help by hiding comments that contain

      personal details once you have reported them.

If you think you’ve made a mistake and think you might have revealed something youshouldn’t 
have, you can go back and edit your profile at any time.

If you see anything in a comment or profile that concerns you on FIATUM, you canreport it to us 
by sending an email to support@fiatum.com

You can also send us an email support@fiatum.com for help if you’re worried about

someone’s behaviour.
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https://www.fiatum.com/
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If you think someone is being creepy, for example if they keep asking questions aboutwhere you 
live or your family members contact details, or they ask for your contactdetails:

1. Do not reply to them

2. Contact us at support@fiatum.com and report the ‘suspected grooming’ (don’tworry, the person 
won’t know you reported it) providing as much information as you can

If someone is being creepy outside of FIATUM, please see the Think U Know websitefor more 
advice

We are constantly exploring innovative technologies to provide great experiences foryoung 
people, help keep youth safe online, and solve the defining challenges of ourindustry.

If you think you or someone else on FIATUM might be subject to bullying, please reachout to:

We have the necessary and relevant technical and operational measures and proceduresin place 
to ensure that your information is kept secure on an ongoing basis. We provideregular training and 
raise awareness among all our employees of the importance ofmaintaining, protecting and 
respecting your personal information and privacy. We takebreaches of privacy very seriously and 
will take appropriate disciplinary action,including termination of employment. 

We’ll try to proactively notify you if we detect something that we think you should knowabout, like a 
suspicious login or a malicious website, file or app, and we’ll provideguidance to help you 
strengthen your security.

Our policy is to notify people who use our service of requests for their information priorto 
disclosure unless we are prohibited by law from doing so or in exceptionalcircumstances, such as 
child exploitation cases, emergencies or when notice would becounterproductive. We will also 
provide delayed notice upon expiration of a specific nondisclosure period in a court order and 
where we have a good faith belief that exceptionalcircumstances no longer exist and we are not 
otherwise prohibited by law from doing so.Law enforcement officials who believe that notification 
would jeopardize an investigationshould obtain an appropriate court order or other appropriate 
process establishing thatnotice is prohibited. 

If your data request draws attention to an ongoing violation of our terms of use, we will

take action to prevent further abuse, including actions that may notify the user that we are

aware of their misconduct.

We develop our website in consideration with your security and privacy. We work hardto protect 
the security of your personal information during the use of our website byimplementing encryption 
protocols and software.

https://europa.eu/youth/get-involved/your rights and inclusion/be-safe-online_en

https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime/report-cybercrime-online

Safeguarding at FIATUM

What did Fiatum.com do to protect and secure  
users from external threats?
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We provide physical, electronic and procedural safeguards in connection with thecollection, 
storage and disclosure of your personal information. Our security proceduresmean that we may 
ask you to confirm your identity in order to protect you fromunauthorised access to your account 
password. We recommend that you use a uniquepassword for your account which is not used for 
other online accounts and that you logout when you have finished using a shared computer.

All personal information is transferred to the Company over a secure connection, and thusall 
reasonable measures are taken to prevent unauthorised parties from viewing any suchinformation. 
Personal information provided to the Company that does not classify asregistered information is 
also kept in a safe environment and accessible by authorisedpersonnel only through username 
and password.

We follow generally accepted standards to store and protect the personal information wecollect, 
both during transmission and once received and stored, including utilization ofencryption where 
appropriate:

- As a precaution, we have upgraded and moved to a brand new 2FA infrastructure.

- We have mandatory 2FA policies on both the frontend and backend to protect usersas 
outbound flows such as withdrawals require 3FA to be set up and used for withdrawals. 

- An internal audit of the entire infrastructure was carried out with a number ofimprovements 
aimed at further strengthening security.

- Fiatum.com has engaged with third-party security firms to perform additionalsecurity checks on 
our platform, as well as initiating additional threat intelligenceservices.

- Fiatum.com will be releasing additional end-user security features as we moveaway from 2-
Factor Authentication and to true Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA),providing added strength for 
our global user base. We constantly maintain and developour password management to be more 
effective for secure authentication.

- The hardware security modules (HSMs) we rely upon have achieved a FIPS 140-2 Level 3 rating 
or higher.

- We work with safety experts around the world to provide the resources you needto stay safe.

- Fiatum.com is introducing the worldwide Account Protection Program (APP). APPoffers 
additional protection and security for user funds held in the Fiatum.com.

- We maintain compliance with PCI DSS to protect debit / credit card data.

- Fiatum hires independent third parties to perform system tests - at least annually -in order to 
proactively identify and resolve security vulnerabilities.

- We use anti-malware software – to scan for and prevent malicious attacks.

- In order to register and pass verification on Fiatum.com, the user must go througha number of 
mandatory procedures to ensure the safety of fiat funds and cryptocurrencies:

• Sumsub provides companies with an AI system for verifying the identity of usersand corporate 
customers.

• Using a strong and unique password and enabling 2FA for your account should bethe first step in 
improving overall security. Therefore, without F2A enabled, you cannotmake payments.
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• Google Authenticator 3-D Secure is a protocol that is used as an additional layer ofsecurity for 
online , two-factor user authentication.

• We use asymmetric encryption when transferring data between our providers.

We take the privacy of your information very seriously. If Fiatum receives an officialrequest for 
account records, we first establish the legitimacy of the request. Whenresponding, we apply strict 
legal and privacy requirements.

We disclose account records solely in accordance with our terms  
of service andapplicable law.

Address: Vilnius, Šaltkalvių g. 64-23, Lithuania

Company Number: 305998680

E-mail: 
it@fiatum.com 
support@fiatum.com
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